case study
Notariat Becker

Sie werden Suchen besser finden!

our solution

chal lenge
Filesystem with 1.000.000 documents

Indexing of relevant data sources

Contacts from notarial software „Akte“

Automatic generation of keywords and classification

E-mails by IMAP

Structured presentation of information at dashboard

fact sheet

Core of this solution is a search engine which is
connected to various systems: Intelligent
modules for analysis produce keywords and
classification while indexing,
independent of their data
source.

Notary’s office “Notariat Becker” offers a lot of notarial services at
the heart of baroque quarter in Dresden. Since 20 years “Notariat
Becker” has accompanied customers successfully in writing
juridical advices, devising contracts, authentication and much
more needs, requested privately and in business.

Mr. Becker said, “In contrary
to a simple full text search –
inter:gator does not leave us
alone with thousand of results but offers an
elegant and very efficient possibility to navigate
through results, to limit or enlarge them.”And
that’s the point: Inter:gator dashboard uses
inter:gator enterprise search services to show
various search results in different widgets according to individual rights of current user, of course.

The term “notary” was derived from the Latin word “notarius”,
which literally means “a fast writer”. This origin points to the
special notarial challenge: Innumerable folders, contracts, customer data as well as history of communication are to be stored
securely and for long time and have to be retrieved on demand.
These data are placed in specified document management
systems like software “Akte”, e-mails, digital contracts which are
stored in the filesystem, but also on webpages and electronic
adressbooks. That’s why “Notariat Becker” decided to use
inter:gator.

notariat becker

Other widgets show structured information
about projects, individual and central administrated
rss-feeds or deliver hints to relevant offers at the
internet.
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Königstraße 17
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interface projects GmbH is one of the leading german
providers of enterprise search and information management,
based on its own product inter:gator.

Tel: +49 351 808 06 0
www.koenigstrasse17.de

We are specialists in converting big, unstructured amounts of
data to efficient management of documents and knowledge.
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